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The following is the  short list containing the Register Numbers of candidates who are found provisionally eligible to
called for physical measurement and  Physical Efficiency  test  for selection to the post of CIVIL EXCISE OFFICER Ist
NCA -SCCC  (Category No. 065/2018 ) in EXCISE  DEPARTEMENT in  ERNAKULAM  DISTRICT on Rs.20000-
45800 on the basis of the OMR Test held on 31-01-2019.

The Register Numbers are arranged in their numerical sequence and the arrangement does not in any way, indicate
their respective rank on the basis of the said test.

DISTRICT OFFICE, ERNAKULAM

Phone : 04842314500
eMail : kpsc.psc@kerala.gov.in

SL.No.

NOTIFICATION

Main List
107302 107318 107398 107449 107453 107485

107490 107548 107604 107628 107634 107653

107664 107667 107690 107708 107729 107732

107734 107739 107787 107815 107872 107873

107891 107893 107908 107941 107945 107949

107953 107964 107966 107970 108163 108258

108274 108371 108379 108436 108488 109337

109343 109402 109410 109427 109454 109500

109576 109583 109594



2 CIVIL EXCISE OFFICER Ist NCA -SCCC
ERNAKULAM

Office of the
Kerala Public Service Commission
District Office, ERNAKULAM

Approved for Issue,

Section Officer

     Sd/-

ANVAR SADATH Y
DISTRICT OFFICER

KERALA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
District Office, ERNAKULAM

Note :- (1) Inclusion of Register Numbers in this list is purely provisional subject to scrutiny and admission of
application on absolute basis. Inclusion of Register numbers in the  short List does not confer any right on the
candidate for inclusion in the Ranked List.

Note :- (2) The list has been prepared by including the number of candidates who have secured top marks in the OMR
Test.

Note :- (3) The candidates who have secured 35.33 ( thirty five (point) three three ) marks and above are included
in the  short  List .

Note :- (4) Candidates included in the short  List  will be called   for Endurance Test,  physical measurement and
physical  test  .Date ,time and Venue of physical measurement and physical Efficiency  test will be intimated 
by SMS  and Profile message.

Note :- (5) According to the existing procedure, revaluation of answer scripts is not allowed but answer scripts can be
rechecked after the publication of Ranked List. Detailed instructions will be published in the Ranked List to be
published for the post.

Note :- (6) The candidates belonging to the other Backward Classes included in this list who are required to produce
Non-  cremylayer  certificate asper GO(P) NO.81/09/SC/ST/DD Dated 26/09/2009 shall produce the same along with
the other documents mentioned above at the time of verification of original documents.

Note :- (7) Copy of answer scripts of the OMR Test held on 31-01-2019 will be issued to those candidates who, apply
for the same remitting the prescribed fee after approval of the Ranked List. Candidates whose Register Numbers are
invalidated are advised to refer to Notification No :ERVII(3)1701/2019/EW Dated 05/09/2019.


